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Let’s face it,-summer is awesome! It’s full of vacation, camping, spending time with family and friends, swimming,
and just enjoying the outdoors. As the long three months of summer pass, it’s important not to let our brains go on
vacation as well. The goal of the Math and Science Departments at Goshen Middle School is not to send home an
endless packet of problems for you to complete but to have you look at the world around you in a mathematical
and scientific manner. In other words, to find the math and science in your everyday life.
We worked hard to brainstorm activities that you would find challenging, interesting, and above all else, fun. Once
upon a time, we were all kids who enjoyed our summers but would also have loved a challenge, or an opportunity to
look at the world in a different way. We hope that you will look through this Summer Adventure and find something
that you truly find interesting. Find a friend, or involve a brother or sister. In fact, get the whole family involved.
We created activities for many different interests and abilities. Choose the activities that fit you the best.
To get started, read through the Summer Adventure. Find the topic that you think will be the most interesting. Carefully
read the activities. Choose one of the topics to complete. You must complete all activites listed under the topic.
That’s it. We’re betting that somewhere along the way you will have learned a little something and probably even
enjoyed it a little. It’s okay, we won’t tell anyone. Finally, keep your activities in a safe place and be ready to turn
them in when you return to school in August. They need to be turned in by Monday, August 17th. The last day any work
will be accepted is August 17th. After that, your grade will be a zero.
Have a great summer and enjoy the adventure!
Remember- the due date is August 17th!

Complete the following activities that are related to a family vacation. This would include any place you travel to and visit for more than two days.
These are great activities to complete or at least brainstorm in the car. It might just keep you out of trouble. Who wants to hear, “Are we there yet?”
one more time? These activities will also make great keepsakes to save for your family. Good luck and have fun traveling!
ACTIVITY #1
Create a map that shows your itinerary, or the places you visited. Include any places you stopped and/ or visited, what you found interesting and how
long you stayed. You might even want to come up with a rating system for each place to let others know how you feel.
ACTIVITY #2
How many miles did you travel per hour? Create a graph and a table that will hold your information. Analyze the data you collected and draw
conclusions based on your traveling time, distance, and speed. You should write a paragraph that includes your conclusions.
ACTIVITY#3
Keep track of all the cool license plates you see while you are driving. (Don’t punch your brother when you see a certain
state, or a volkswagon.) Once you have gathered the information, organize it in some manner that is easy to understand.
Create four math problems based on the data you collected. The math should be appropriate for your grade level.
Have a member of your family complete the problems. You get to grade them!

*YOU MUST COMPLETE ALL THREE ACTIVITIES!

FAMILY
VACATION

Complete the following activities about weather. Weather is a great topic to study in our area. We
sit in an area where warm Gulf of Mexico moisture collides with cool Canadian air. Often, this
causes severe weather in our area. If you choose these activities, always make safety your number
one concern. If severe weather is in your area, TAKE COVER! Please do not go into your back
yard, yelling, “But it’s important! I have to finish my summer project!”
ACTIVITY #1
Create a weather journal that keeps track of the following weather observations: temperature,
cloud cover, cloud type, precipitation, humidity, and wind conditions. You may want to create a
table to hold data and then a space to write your observations and maybe even draw a picture
or add a picture you have taken. Your journal should cover at least two weeks.
ACTIVITY #2
Describe two thunderstorms you witnessed. Include conditions before and after. How did the air feel?
Were there temperature changes? Gusty winds? What caused the storm? Carefully describe the conditions
that created the storm. Was it a severe event? If so, explain the conditions that made it severe. Create
a poster to show your information.
ACTIVITY #3
Create a severe weather safety manual for your house and/or neighborhood. Each page should desribe the
severe weather event and what should be done to keep your family safe. Remember your family also includes
all pets. Be sure to include diagrams, maps, and illustrations to make a great safety manual.
*YOU MUST COMPLETE ALL THREE ACTIVITIES!

WEATHER

Complete the following activities about a day trip around Cincinnati. This may include Kings Island, The Zoo, The Aquarium, The Outlet Malls, any of
the local waterparks, a trip to play putt putt golf, any fun activity you do with family or friends in the Cincinnati area or within a day’s drive of Cincinnati.
In other words, some place you would not spend the night.
ACTIVITY #1
Plan the trip for your family. Figure out the full price for the day for everyone who will be going with you. You must include the following items:
admission, parking, food (meals and snacks), drinks, and souvenirs. You also need to figure in the cost of gas for your trip. How much gas will you
use and what will the cost be?
ACTIVITY#2
Create a commercial that explains why this attraction is important to the local economy. In your commercial, tell about your attraction and then
give supporting evidence to the importance of it. Include all important facts and figures in your argument.
ACTIVITY #3
Create a before/after picture of the environment where your attraction is located. What do you think the environment might have looked like
before the construction of the attraction? What are the effects of the attraction being built? Discuss at least five effects of construction
on the environment. Be sure to include the effects on the plants and animals of the area.
*YOU MUST COMPLETE ALL THREE ACTIVITIES!

CINCINNATI
DAY TRIP

Sometimes the best summers are spent in your very own backyard. So we have come up with a few activities for those of you who want to bask in the
heat of the basketball blacktop, swim in the inflatable pool, skateboard on a home made ramp, or just enjoy a class of lemonade while swinging from
an old tree.
ACTIVITY #1
Grab that glass of cold lemonade and find a nice shady spot in your yard where you can become an observer. Quietly observe the world around you.
What animals do you see? What behaviors do you notice? Be sure to pick a spot where you will be able to observe different animals in their habitats.
This may include squirrels, birds, chipmunks, rabbits, and any of the numerous insects from our area. Observe several days in a row, at the same time.
Create a journal to write about your observations. Include sketches as well. On the last day of your observations (you should have at least three days)
write a paragraph about any conclusions you may draw about the behavior you observed. Remember to treat all animals with respect.
ACTIVITY #2
Research different types of birds that live in our area. Build a birdhouse or birdfeeder that is for a specific type of bird. Provide a diagram of your feeder/
house as well as a picture of the final product. Include written observations about the success of your house.
ACTIVITY #3
You’ll have to get your hands dirty for this last project. Plant the same seeds in the exact same conditions except for one. This one condition that you
change, the light, or maybe the soil, will be the independent variable. How will this one variable change the outcome of the experiment. Give the scale you
will use from the diagram to the house or feeder. Remember, it is very important to keep every other variable exactly the same. You will keep track of the
plant by making observations every two days. Be sure to measure your plant as part of the observations. Graph the height of your plants each week.
At the end of your experiment, write your conclusions. Also, create the appropriate graph to display your data.
*YOU MUST COMPLETE ALL THREE ACTIVITIES!

IN YOUR OWN
BACKYARD

